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Abstract— This paper novel proposes an adaptable 

standardized barcode based generation process 

administration framework design utilizing Augmented 

Reality with the administration arranged engineering 

innovation. The framework chefs can include another 

capacity or another generation procedure by the visual 

interface of our engineering. This design is utilized to 

develop a perception framework model which can be 

utilized to oversee the closing process successfully by 

utilizing standardized identification. An arrangement of 

framework prerequisites is created that cover the outline of 

the hubs of the shops, the storage facilities and the clothing, 

plants, the outline of the system, the outline of the interface, 

the abilities for remote information access and 

administration, and the effortlessly expansible 

administrations. For effortlessly got to buy web, this 

framework is created as a web application. Our framework 

empowers dependable clothing administration running 

efficiently and adequately. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Clothing firms at present utilize a manual framework for the 

administration and upkeep of basic data. The present 

framework requires various paper shapes, with information 

stores spread all through the clothing administration 

foundation. Regularly data (on shapes) is fragmented or 

does not take after administration gauges. Records are 

regularly lost in travel amid calculation requiring a thorough 

evaluating procedure to guarantee that no imperative data is 

lost. Different duplicates of a similar data exist in the 

clothing firm information and may prompt irregularities in 

information in different information stores. 

A noteworthy piece of the operation of any 

clothing firm includes the securing, administration and 

convenient recovery of awesome volumes of data. This data 

normally includes; client individual data and dress records 

history, client data, cost of conveyance and recovery period, 

clients planning as respects clients points of interest and 

dealings in benefit rendered, likewise our items bundle 

holding up a list. The greater part of this data must be 

overseen in a productive and cost insightful form with the 

goal that the association assets might be successfully used. 

A Laundry procedure occurred at the store ordinary 

including getting garments, returning garments and cleaning 

procedures, for example, washing, drying, pressing, 

tailoring. A savvy clothing store can oversee client 

information, can give clients know where their garments 

find, which forms are done, and what time is proper to go to 

shop to take their washed garments back or what time the 

garments will be delivered. In this manner, investigating 

necessity with a specific end goal to fulfill client's requests 

is imperative. In our clothing administration framework, 

when clients place the order to wash their garments, at the 

delivery time delivery boy will have an application that will 

scan the user barcode to get the details of the customer and 

the payment gateway. All the client data are spared in 

database on server. It is extremely helpful for the client to 

check their fabric status through a web application. 

The objective of the clothing administration 

framework is to robotize the administration of the clothing 

firm making it more proficient and blunder free. It goes for 

institutionalizing information, combining information 

guaranteeing information uprightness and lessening 

irregularities, using profoundly electronic process that is 

tranquil, solid and fast. 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

The Laundry Management system provides reliable pickup 

and delivery service for laundry, dry cleaning, alteration 

services with a very user friendly view. The Laundry 

Management System is intended for any Laundry firm to 

supplant their current manual, paper based framework. The 

new framework is in the type of an e-enrollment framework 

to control the accompanying; client data, items, 

administrations, clients, trucks and receipt. These 

administrations are to be given in a productive, financially 

savvy way, with the objective of decreasing the 

postponement and assets at present required for such 

assignments as garments subtle elements are limited to a 

specific client with a given id. Since the current framework 

makes utilization of repetitive authoritative undertakings, 

parcels paperwork and time, in which full data can't be 

gotten from occupied clients. 

The objective of the clothing administration 

framework is to give an automated procedure that is 

peaceful, solid and brisk using Java PC programming dialect 

and SQL database application to the clients and staffs 

responsible for the enlistment of clients and clothing 

administration forms. Android Studio would be at the front-

end and give the graphical UI that relates to the client, while 

the PHP will be at the back-end.  

 
Fig. 1: Architecture 

Application is simple to use in 3 steps: 
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 Choose your garments. 

 Choose your date of pickup, time and address 

 Review your order, provide any special instruction and 

pay. 

In the proposed framework we are making the 

utilization of augmented reality (AR) it is a term for the live 

immediate or circuitous perspective of a physical, true 

condition whose components are increased by PC created 

tangible information [1]. Augmented Reality AR is an 

innovation reaches out from the space of virtual reality. AR 

has three characteristics: 

1) It connects virtual and real worlds 

2) Are able to make real-time interaction 

3) In a 3D solid environment. 

AR is a technology to associate with virtualization 

to inspect the world. The user uses the camera to capture 

video images surrounding environment, and then 

overlapping with the virtual object generated by computer 

and interact with the world, this gives the user an impressive 

feel.  Many countries in the world engage in research on the 

preservation of cultural heritage. After all, the historical 

relics need the participation of the people and the appliance 

of value-added. Mohammed-Amin et al. Has developed a 

system with AR function and monuments as a guide for the 

Arbela Layers Uncovered (ALU) monument site [20]. 

Vanoni et al. has developed a system incorporate Artifact 

technology with AR on a tablet and applied it to the Salone 

dei Cinquecento in the ancient city of Florence, Italy. It can 

scan those problems of cultural relics and immediately do 

visual analysis. Their method is scanning ancient cultural 

relic with camera of tablet directly, and overlapped the 

cultural relic’s images with infrared ray data, as for the 

crack. Therefore, the diagnosis and treatment of cultural 

relics can be made on site and making decisions and that 

will save back to the laboratory for analysis of cumbersome 

procedures and time wasted and human consumption. The 

same techniques are used in this system to make the 

application more user friendly. This technology gives a great 

feel for user to use the application. 

The advantages that this tool is expected to provide are: 

 Rapid prototyping in an augmented environment. 

 Development of new interfaces (metaphors) of 

interactions for particular contexts. 

 Possible development of new formal techniques to 

“predict” and model user interactions. 

There are several possible scenarios in which the 

proposed tool can be used. Among these we can assume 

prototyping and simulation of user interactions with 

different environments such at the time of using vouchers, to 

play the learning video, scanning.  Due to augmented reality 

(AR) interactions makes users more willing to use an app. 

III. TOOLS 

A. Graphical User Interface 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is the essential dialect 

utilized for making pages and other data that can be shown 

in a web program. The reason for a web program is to 

peruse HTML records and make them into unmistakable or 

capable of being heard website pages. The program doesn't 

show the HTML labels, yet utilizes the labels to decipher the 

idea of the page. 

B. Hypertext Markup Language 

HTML component frames the building pieces of all sites, 

enables pictures and questions be inserted and can to be 

utilized to make intuitive structures. It gives a way to make 

organized reports by means auxiliary semantics for content, 

for example, heading, sections, records, connections, 

statements et cetera. 

HTML is comprised of a few key segments, 

including labels and their properties, character based 

information composes, character references and substance 

references. A critical segment is the report written assertion, 

which triggers models mode rendering 

C. Cascading Style Sheets 

CSS is a template dialect utilized for portraying. This 

enhances content, availability, gives adaptability and control 

in the determination of introduction qualities, empower 

various pages to share arranging and diminish 

unpredictability and reiteration in the basic substance, for 

example, permitting table less website architecture. 

CSS indicates a need plan to figure out which style 

rules apply if more than one administer matches against a 

specific component. Needs are computed and doled out to 

rule, with the goal that the outcomes are unsurprising. 

D. SQL (Structured Query Language) 

To work with information in a database, you should utilize 

an arrangement of orders and proclamations (dialect) 

characterized by the DBMS programming. There are a few 

distinct dialects that can be utilized with social databases; 

the most well-known is SQL.  Most current DBMS items 

bolster the Entry Level of SQL-92, the most recent SQL 

standard (distributed in 1992). 

IV. USER REQUIREMENTS 

To make the use of laundry management system resources, 

the user would need: 

 A mobile 

 A username 

 A genuine password 

A. User-Interface Requirements 

User interfaces are the registration pages developed for the 

customers and users to register and manage the items 

brought. They consist of the following: 

 Registration  page 

 Login page (Username and password) 

 Services page 

 View customer detail page 

 View records 

 Payment Gatewa 
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V. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS 

 
Fig. 2: Admin Side 

 
Fig. 3: Admin Login Page 

 
Fig. 4: Manage Order Page 

 
Fig. 5: Manage Customer 

 
Fig. 6: Manage Services 

VI. CONCLUSION 

We proposed a laundry management system combined with 

barcode and augmented reality, in order to provide high 

quality services high services, low operating costs, better 

monitoring, satisfy customer’s demands. The low power 

algorithm was proposed to save energy. It provides a 

friendly graphical user interface using augmented reality 

which proves to be better when compared to the manual 

system. Customer can select their required service and date 

of receiving the order. It can serve as a feasible solution to 

combat common problems that customers and laundry 

owners together. The system does allow laundry businesses 

to increase their profit margin in the long run by being more 

efficient and not having as many processing errors due to 

manual labor. By advancing to a wireless network can 

introduce other wireless component and devices such as 

internet to communicate with customers or cleaning 

warehouses. It is necessary for the system to continue 

through a testing phase to ensure reliability and quality for 

creating a more efficient and improved customer friendly 

process. 
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